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Recalling the Days of Summer Camp at the
Museum of the White Mountains
By Kathi Caldwell-Hopper

“Camp is preparation for life, teaching how to find peace and understanding in order to
play the game of life better in the surroundings in which modern man finds himself.”
— Alcott Farrar Elwell, 1925

It was a single word – camp. It made me smile and it conjured images of funky,
lopsided cottages, canvas tents perched on wooden platforms, crackling, smoky
campfires, the scent of pine and the splash of lake water, and the blessed sun shining
down on boys and girls who learned archery, horseback riding, how to use a compass
and row a canoe, and any number of outdoorsy skills.
Camp. Who could resist a chance to see a display of historical camp photos,
memorabilia, such as woolen camp sweaters that once warmed children on a chilly late
summer’s evening and a platform tent and the recorded recollections of former
campers (now adults) who have fond memories of NH summer camps such as
Mowglis, Ogontz and Belknap?
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I for one, could not resist, when I learned the Museum of the White Mountains, located
at 34 Highland Street in Plymouth, NH was presenting a new exhibit (which opened
May 1 and is on display until September 13, 2017) titled “Summer Camps: The White
Mountains Roots of an Iconic American Experience.”
Let me start by saying I love this museum. I have seen a number of wonderful exhibits
and attended demonstrations and lectures at the museum. The staff seem to have a
knack for choosing and creating exhibits that cover a lot of ground when it comes to
the White Mountains, the Lakes Region, history and art and contemporary topics such
as weather in NH. (Last year’s exhibit on the role that women played in exploring and
settling northern NH was inspirational, indeed.)
The Summer Camps exhibit was co-curated by Paul Hutchinson, Cynthia Robinson
and Dr. Marcia Schmidt Blaine. Marcia is the interim executive director of the museum
(and a professor of history at Plymouth State University) and she happened to be
working in her office at the museum on the mid-May day I visited.
“You should start your tour by saying hello to Marcia,” one of the young women at the
front desk suggested. And so I knocked on Marcia’s office door and found her at work
on a project. “Come in!” she invited. I was drawn immediately to the small oil paintings
on the wall in front of her workspace and on another wall as well. I recognized the
moody, delicately painted works of the White Mountain style of painting.
Marcia laughed when I mentioned that it must be a nice view when working, to look up
and see such beautiful art work! It did not take long for her to start talking about the
paintings and the artists who created them, a topic of which she knows a great deal.
She went on to explain that the current exhibit on summer camps was an idea by Paul
Hutchinson, a Boston University professor. (He knows a lot about the topic, because,
when working on his PhD, he wrote about the development of summer camps in
America.)
Hutchinson also wrote the catalogue for the exhibit and worked closely with Marcia and
Museum Associate Director Cynthia Robinson to create the in-depth displays. It was a
big undertaking and Hutchinson, Blaine and Robinson have been working on the
project for about two years.
One of the wonderful things about the summer camp exhibit is the interviews with
former campers. A call went out via many summer camps in the area that students
from Boston University (BU) and Plymouth State University (PSU) would be conducting
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recorded interviews with former summer campers to get their recollections about what
attending camp was like. Many former campers came forward to be interviewed, and
the result is a series of memories of those who embraced the summer camp
experience. The lead for the oral history portion of the exhibit, according to Marcia, was
Max Peterson from BU. “The opening reception was very well attended, and I think a
lot of people came to see Max again! He did a great job,” laughs Marcia.
Explaining the origins of the summer camp for children idea, Marcia says when people
came to the White Mountains and Lakes Region to vacation, they stayed at any
number of grand hotels. This was the 1800s and the heyday of the wealthy and middle
class retreating to the cooling and healthful White Mountains and lakes to escape the
city heat each summer. Of course, families brought their children along for the summer
vacation, which could last anywhere from a few weeks to an entire season. Once they
discovered the beauty of the outdoors, they wanted their children to make the most of
the natural world as well.
Enter Ernest Balch in the 1880s. Balch sounds like someone we would have liked to
know: full of fun and determination. Although he was a recent dropout of Dartmouth
College, Balch seems to have not let that stop him from enjoying a summer on Squam
Lake. He and some friends set up camp there and learned what it was like to cook their
food over a campfire, sleep in crude shelters, swim and canoe in the lake and live
closer to nature. The summer camp experience was the making of Balch, who found a
purpose from the adventure.
Balch’s idea was to offer the children who accompanied their upper class parents to
the White Mountains, a different summer vacation. These young boys would trade a
luxury lifestyle and indulgence for the character-building summer camp experience.
They would sleep in tents rather than in a soft bed in a grand hotel, they would learn to
canoe and hike and rely on themselves, rather than be coddled like royalty by
servants. Thus was born Camp Chocorua, the brainchild of Balch. His camp and his
philosophy gave birth to the summer camps for children idea, which is as appealing
today as it was all those years ago.
As the years passed, summer camps branched out and offered something for every
family budget and philosophy. There were also, according to Marcia, even caddy
camps, to train youth to be golf caddies at big hotel resorts. “We tend to think of camps
back then as elite, but they were really all-encompassing,” she says.
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At this point, Marcia invited me to browse the exhibit and meet up with her after my
tour.
I started by gazing at a wonderful oil painting of a mountain scene, the work of the
artist Benjamin Champney titled “Under the Willows”. It is a nice start to the exhibit,
showing a typical tranquil, woodsy scene with well-dressed people enjoying the flowing
river water, grazing cows in the background and a charming farmhouse in the distance.
This, like most White Mountain paintings of that era, are great historical resources,
because they give us a beautiful glimpse at what the area was like when wealthy
tourists flocked to the state each summer.
Also on exhibit is a wonderful framed watercolor by Lakes Region artist Peter Ferber.
(Peter is well known for his detailed and skillfully rendered prints and paintings of
various Lakes Region scenes and topics, such as wooden boats.) His watercolor in the
exhibit is titled “Diana’s Bath” from 2011. It depicts a pleasing landscape of the water in
White Mountain natural area where three little boys are enjoying a dip in the cooling
waters.
Next to the Ferber work is a large, eye-catching painting of a young boy sitting at the
top of a mountain with the beautiful lakes and mountains spread out far below. Clearly
this boy hiked to the spot and is resting after the exertion of the hike and he is pleased
at the view he is seeing. Painted by Woolsey S. Conover, the painting is titled “The
Next Generation”.
The exhibit offers a wide array of charming and fun old photos of campers from various
NH camps. I was pleased to spot donations from a number of summer camps all over
the Lakes Region and White Mountains. (Admittedly, my favorite summer camp is
beautiful Camp Ogontz near Littleton, NH; I was happy to spot a number of photos and
memorabilia from this wonderful camp.)
Marcia told me many items in the exhibit are on loan from camps, former campers and
historical societies. It is indeed a nice thing that so many people enthusiastically loaned
their beloved camp collections and artwork to share with the public for this exhibit.
A large canvas tent has been created just for the exhibit and one cannot miss it! It sits
on a wooden platform, perhaps as one would have been fashioned for a woodsy camp.
Inside the tent, projected on a far wall, is a video with remembrances of former
campers. I was fascinated by scenes of early Ogontz (among other camps in the
video), where the campers circled the waterfront or sang around a blazing campfire.
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Also on display are summer camp pamphlets and books from the past and even an old
photo of a golf caddy with famed baseball player Babe Ruth. (Ruth autographed the
photo.) One of my favorite old black-and-white photographs in the exhibit is of a young
boy who leans casually against a carved wooden sign with the words Mowglis Trail.
(This must refer to Mowglis, a camp on Newfound Lake founded in the early 1900s.)
The boy gazes from half-closed eyes into the camera and he is dressed for a hike.
One thing that added to the mood of the exhibit are the many quotes from various
writers and camp owners and others, stating their philosophies of why summer camps
for youth is such a good idea. They write about such worthy traits as resilience,
honesty, and the positive mindset acquired by campers after being in the natural world.
In short, being outdoors, learning new skills, making do and commuting with the trees
and water and sky build character and good memories that last a lifetime.
I think those ideas of Balch and others when they started the myriad of summer camps
still rings true today. Ask any adult if she or he went to summer camp, and if the
answer is yes, it is sure to be followed by a smile as they remember the fun they had at
camp.
As Alcott Elwell said in 1925, “Camp is preparation for life.” Those adults know it today,
but back then when they were kids, it was all about being in the NH woods, camping
under the stars, singing camp songs and having a wonderful time for a few weeks each
summer.
Camp…what more could any kid ask for?
The Summer Camp exhibit is on display at the Museum of the White Mountains
through September 13, 2017. The museum is located at 34 Highland Street in
Plymouth, NH and is open Monday through Friday from 10 am to 5 pm, and Saturdays
from 11 am to 4 pm, and closed Sundays. Admission is free. The museum is part of
Plymouth State University; all are welcome to visit. Call 603-535-3210 or
visit www.plymouth.edu/museum-of-the-white-mountains. A number of programs and
talks about summer camps will take place throughout the summer and fall at the
museum; please check the museum’s website and the Laker’s What’s Up calendar in
this and upcoming issues for a schedule.
Thanks go to Paul Hutchinson, whose article “Summer Camps The White Mountain
Roots to an Iconic American Experience” from the exhibit catalogue provided historical
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information, and Marcia Schmidt Blaine, who co-curated the exhibit and offered
information.
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